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Franco Canova: Ideas Creations Inventions

TOKI - TC2 BROADENS ITS LINE OF
TECHNICAL AND APPLICATION PROPOSALS
It is ideas, new ideas, the true force that
helps companies to develop and grow,
bringing in fresh blood and, thanks to
new products, allows them to acquire
new technologies and conquer new
markets.
Tecnidea Cidue is an absolutely innovative company that throughout its long life
has continuously been implementing its
production line, adding new articles and
allowing it to broaden its offer for the
world of mechanical engineering and
construction. During the month of September 2022 Tecnidea Cidue s.r.l. is renovating its vocation with a line of innovative products TOKI, that thanks to the
proposed range it will give a big contribution to the world of machinery construction.

TOKI is illustrated in a specific catalogue called VOLUME 3.

Products are divided into 3 groups to
better present the single items, highlighting their technical and dimensional specifications as indicated in
the following.
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FIRST group: Conveyor components.
SECOND group: Levelling components.

The products on our catalogue are many,
the production line is wide and exclusive to
satisfy the most demanding requirements.

THIRD group: Bearing supports.

TOKI is a great component’s catalogue, it is
indeed an extremely useful tool to design
VOLUME 3 was conceived with such ra- and manufacture machines and plants.
tionality that it allows designers, engineering and salesmen to quickly find all of the
technical information they need.

With TOKI everything becomes so simple to
the point that in some cases even working finally becomes fun.
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TOKI products are not just functional, robust and practical, they are also esthetically
pleasing to the eye. The reason being that the design was attentively taken care of.
In the FIRST group “Conveyor components” the following articles are offered as follows:
1: Support bases,
2: Guide rail brackets / support heads,
3: Knobs and handles,
4: Guide rail clamps,
5: Guide rails,
6: Roller for chain return / idler wheels,
7: Bearing holder flange,
8: Split shaft collars,
9: Modular transfer plates / Guides,
10: Guides and accessories,
11: Guide profiles and accessories
In the SECOND group “Levelling components” the following articles are proposed as follows:
12: Threaded bushings for tubes,
13: fixed feet / articulated feet/ adjustable feet,
14: Sanitizable feet
In the THIRD group “Bearing supports” the following articles are proposed as follows:
15: Wide range of self-aligning bearing supports, in different shapes: square, oval and
side flanged.
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All of these products are manufactured with the highest quality standard and taken care
of in every single aspect. Our quality level is granted by the DNV quality certification
awarded to us following the rules ISO 9001:2000.

In any case we also invite our readers to read our catalogues: VOLUME 1 and VOLUME 2
where you can get to know the wide range of technical items in our production range.
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